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ABSTRACT

This article deals with radio resources management in UMTS system, especially with
admission control and congestion control. These functionsare responsible for access to UMTS
network and for ensuring QoS (Quality of Services) in UMTS. In this paper, a fuzzy logic based
admission control is briefly described, studied and compared with load factor based admission
control.

1 INTRODUCTION

This article deals with so-called RRM (Radio Resources Management) functions that play
a very important role in UMTS system. These functions are responsible for supplying
optimum coverage, ensuring efficient use of physical resources, keeping the desired QoS
(Quality of Services) and providing the maximum planned capacity. An admission control
(AC) and congestion control (CC) are considered there. Overloaded situations are solved by
CC algorithm. AC solves system load and it decides if a new connection request will be
accepted or rejected. There are many versions of AC algorithm, e.g.: interference based AC,
throughput based AC, transmitted power based AC and some others. Some examples could be
found in [1]-[4].

2 FUZZY CONTROLLER

A fuzzy logic, see [2], [3] and [5], becomes quite popular technique as it is able to deal with
traffic uncertainty and measurement errors. A fuzzy controller (based on [3], [4] and [8] is
considered there. Fig. 1 shows the main block structure. Input variables are: voice activity
factorv f , user mobility (speed)M and total uplink load factorηul. Membership function values
for all input parameters are calculated (fuzzyfication process). The corresponding terms sets
are: low andhigh for v f ; low, medium andhigh for M andηul. Term set for decision:strongly
accepted (SA), accepted (A), weakly accepted (WA), weakly rejected (WR) andrejected (R).
The application of fuzzy rules (see Tab. 1) follows. The finalvalue is defuzzified to form the
final decision (accepted or rejected).



Figure 1: Fuzzy controller structure

3 SIMULATION

System model of UMTS has been created in MATLAB. This model contains 7 hexagonal cells
of equal size. Diameter of each cell is 1 km. Each cell contains centrally located Node B with
an omni directional antenna. Two traffic classes of users areconsidered (voice and video) with

Rule v f M ηul Decision

1 low low low SA
2 low low medium A
3 low low high WA
4 low medium low SA
5 low medium medium WA
6 low medium high WA
7 low high low A
8 low high medium WA
9 low high high WR
10 high low low SA
11 high low medium A
12 high low high WR
13 high medium low A
14 high medium medium WA
15 high medium high WR
16 high high low WA
17 high high medium WA
18 high high high R

Table 1: Fuzzy rules



voice activity factor 0.5 and 1 respectively. Session requests are generated according to Poisson
process distribution with the arrival frequency from 150 upto 1200 session requests per hour
(for each cell separately). All simulations last 60 minutes, call duration varies between 60
and 180 seconds. Users (sessions) have the same demands (except the voice activity factor):
Eb/N0 = 7.5 dB (energy per bit per noise spectral density),R = 12.2 kbit/s (desired bit rate),
speed of users varies between 0 and 50 km/hour.

Fuzzy logic controller (denoted as AC-F), as described in section 2 and in [8], is compared with
load factor based controller (denoted as AC-L). AC-L uses overall uplink load factor, which is
compared with the decision threshold. According to [1], thetotal uplinkηul load factor can be
expressed as:

ηul = (1+ j) ·

K

∑
i=1

1

1+ W
(Eb/N0)i·Ri·vi

(1)

wherej is the other cells to own cell interference ratio,K is the number of users in cell,W is the
chip rate (3.84 Mchip/s),(Eb/N0)i is required energy per bit per noise power spectral density,
Ri is the required bit rate andvi is the voice activity factor of theith user.

Two cases are considered there - with and without congestioncontrol (CC). The congestion
control averages total load factor for last 20 seconds. If itexceeds threshold level the last
accepted user in that cell is dropped out. Blocking (BP) and dropping (DP) probabilities were
chosen for algorithms evaluation. Blocking probability isthe ratio of rejected users and call
requests. Dropping probability is the ratio of dropped users and number of handover call
requests.

Fig. 2 shows blocking (BP) and dropping (DP) probabilities of voice users. Two cases are
considered there: without congestion control and with congestion control (CC). Fig. 2
shows that BP for AC-F (without CC) is worse than BP for AC-L. However DP for AC-F is
significantly lower than for AC-L. This is quite important because of users perspective. Both
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Figure 2: Comparison of AC algorithms for voice users

algorithms cause a occasional exceeding of allowed threshold level for uplink load factor. This
is handled by congestion control. CC has minimal impact to the blocking probabilities of both
algorithms (curves for BP are overlapping), but it has quitehigh influence to the dropping



probabilities (it is partially caused by the way how it performs) of both algorithms. However it
can be observed that BP of load factor based AC is increased more than in the AC-F case.
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Comparison of AC algorithms for video calls
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Figure 3: Comparison of AC algorithms for video users

Fig. 3 shows blocking (BP) and dropping (DP) probabilities of video users. Two cases are
considered there again: without congestion control and with congestion control (CC). This
figure corresponds to the Fig. 2. It could be observed that allvalues in Fig. 3 are lower than in
Fig. 2. This is because the voice users have higher priority.

4 CONCLUSION

This article deals with admission and congestion control inUMTS system. A fuzzy logic based
admission controller and a load factor based controller arecompared via simulation. Fuzzy
controller (a quite simple version) is able to decrease dropping probability. A simple congestion
control is used and its influence is studied. It increases dropping probability of both algorithms,
so more complex version (e.g.: it should decrease bit rates of already accepted users instead of
dropping out users) should be used in the future.
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